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BENCHREST TRIGGERS 

THREE DECADES ago, when 
modem benchrest shooting was 

in its infancy, a wide variety of triggers 
were being used, ranging from runed· 
up military rigs all the way to complex 
European doublc-5et types. Few of 
these extremes are seen now. Today's 
benchrest shooter has pretty much 
settled on the so-called two-ounce 
trigger, a particularlv U5eful compro
mise that came to the fore in bench
rcst shooting during the 1960s. 

Specific evaluations of currently 
available two-ounce triggers, including 
chose made by Kenyon, Hare, 
Remington, and Canjar, will follow in 
later articles. But first, as an 
introduction, let's explore some 
general e.spectS of match-trigger design 
and performance. In addition, figures 
cv.·o through nine give a brief thumb
nail sketch of various trigger types that 
have been used in bolt-action rifles. 

Because really heavy trigger p"ulls 
are ·so incompatible with accurate 
shooting, the search for light triggers 
goes back almost to the origins of 
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by Stuart Otteson 
firearms. The effort required to release 
a ten or fifteen-pound trigger, for 
example, obviously renders good 
marksmanship a practical impossibil
ity. About the heaviest pulls actuallv 
_preferred by match shooters today run 
around two to three pounds, but then 
generally only by those long 
accustomed to shooting under the old 
three-pound-trigger rules. 

The objection to a heavy pull is 
twofold. First, it leads co gripping the 
rifle so tightly that a truly stable hold 
becomes very diffkult. Scwnd, it 
becomes much harder to fire the 
instant one desires, because the ability 
to accurately judge the pressure being 
applied decreases sharply as pull 
weights increase. 

On the opposite end of the scale, it is 
erroneous to assume that the. lighter a 
trigger pull can be made, the better. 
While pulls of a fraction of an ounce 
are readily obtainable, such triggers are 
very difficult to use properly. lf we 
assume chat most competitors, even 
those shooting "free recoil," want to 
control the firing process, it then 
follows that one must be able to place 
the finger firmlv enough against the 
trigger shoe to accurately gauge the 
pressure being applied. For me, that 
takes at least a four or five-ounce pull, 
although obviously the ser\Se of touch 
varies, and many shooters are 
successful with lesser weights. 

In general, a pull somewhere 
between two and eight ounces seems 
about as low as most shooters can 

control effectively. For some, that 
point may even be as high as sixteen 
ounces. But whatever it is for any 
particular shooter, anything less 
introduces the possibility of random 
contact discharging the trigger. 

Although we tend to focus on pull 
weight, triggers of course have other 
very important attributes. Engagement 
should be small enough so that the 
finger movement necessary co release 
the trigger (sometimci called creep) is 
imperceptible. Again, for me, that 
figure is about 0.010 inch. Any move
ment that can be felt tends to confuse 
the firing process and thus oppose a 
precise and fast release. 

011enra11el, movement following 
release (sometimes called backlash or 
slap), must also be controlled, and here 
an even smaller figure is desirable. If 
the finger is allowed to momentarily 
accelerate after the trigger breaks, then 
when it does·re~ch its stop, the aim of · 
the rifle can be thrown off. 

A trigger must also be uniform or 
repeatable. Regardless of how sensa
tional its performance may b.e 

Figure 1 In both of these multiple-lever arrangements, the exln 
levers A and B reduce the weight of pul required al trigger 
piece C. In the arrangement at the left, however, these levers are 
below dlsellgal!ement point D, so they ad simply as eictensions of 
the trigger piece. All the e1tlra movement that they introduce must 
be supplied by finger movement,. which would obviously produce a 
hopelessly long pull. In the arrangement at the right, these edra 
levers are above the disengagement point, In the automatic or 
override circuit of the trigger. Motion is thus provided by the firing· 
pin spring after the disengagement surfaces "break." 
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Flsare 2 The four.fever micromotion trigger 
used In W'mchester Model 52 target rifles was 
developed under the three-pound-trigger rulcsi it 
Is not a "6ght pull" triqer, but it demonstrates an 
interesting application of !even, with one on each 
side of the disengagement point. lever A in the 
override drcuit is proportioned to reduce the load 
transmitted from sear B to disengagement point C. 
lever D on the other side, proportioned in the 
exactly opposite mmner, cancels out this weisht· 
of-11ull advantage but virtually retnenles au feeling 
of movement at triger piece E. 

otherwise, shot-to-shot variations can 
render all for naught. They not only 
make it difficuk to get the shot off at 
exactly the right moment, they affect 
hold also. This is probably the single 
biggest challenge in match-trigger 
design. 

Retraction concerns the trigger's 
ability to rerum to full original en· 
gagement If it is pulled. partially 
through without firing. The argument 
is ·that without retraction, the rifle can 
be left in a potentially unsafe state. 
Benchrest shooters do not normally 
"play" the trigger, at least in the same 
sense that position shooters do. This is 
perhaps fortunate, because as will be 
seen in later articles, bcnchrest triggers 
generally exhibit little if any ability to 
retract. 

Sensiciviry is a more practical 
concern. If a trigger starts releasing on 
either the opening or che closing of the 
bolt, even only very oc:casionally, 
you've got a big problem on your 
hands. Triggers that sometimes just 
seem to "cook off" on their own are of 
coutse an even greater liability. 

The trigger's lock time, while 
obviously not as critical to benchrest 
as to position shooting, is nonetheless 
important also. It adds directly to the 
loclc. time of the firing pin and the 
ignition process, making the overall 
delay between the conscious action of 
the shooter and the exit of the bullet 
from the munle that much greater. 

Finally, vibration generated by the 
trigger can affect accuracy. Rimfire 
rifles are particularly sensitive, and 
triggers like those in the Winchester 
Model 52 have long been advertised as 
being vibration-free, an attempt to 
clearly set them apart in customers' 
minds from set triggers, wllere a sizable 
impact is part and parcel of the release 
process. 

Getting back to trigger weight, what 
sets the limits for light pulll It is 
sometimes assumed that spring tension 
alone determines weight of pull. But 
friction is also a factor, one that 
unfortunately is not nearly so easily 
managed as spring tension. 

For the kind of trigger pulls normally 

c 
Fiaure 4 In this double set trigger, the 
kidc-off, A, replaces the usual trigger 
piece. The set mechanism, mounted in 
the !rigger guard, Includes a rear setting 
triger, B, and a front firing trigger, C. 
To set, rear trigger is pulled until ledge E 
is engaged. A pull on the firing trigger 
releases the set rear trigger, which a 
spring at D throws upward to strike the 
kidc-off and thus fire the rifle. The pull 
of such trigen varies from an ounce or 
two to several pounds. 

JULY-AUGUST 1981 

Fi111re J Simplicity and . durability 
mike the direct double-draw trigger 
ideal for military rifles. A double-am 
arrangement sequentially draws SUI' A. 
dawn when trigger piece B is pulled ai1d 
allows a large sea llanckp without 
excessive creep. Cam C, dose to Its 
pivot, p~dei leverage to take up the 
1lack easily. Contact of the second cam, 
D, farther from the pivot abruptly and 
distinctly shifts to a sharper and deaner 
final pull. Cood features of this non
adjustable trigger - besides reliability 
- are zero lock time ilnd the ;iiblllty to 
retract fa Dy. 

associated with hunrlng rifles (say 
three to six pounds), spring tension is 
significant, and weight of pull responds 
readily to spring adjustment. Yet in 
these same triggers, the underlying 
fric:r:ion is usually high enough so that 
trying to go down to really light 
weights is an exercise in futility. You 
could in fact literally take out and 
discard the trigger spring in most 
hunting triggers and still not even 
approach match-level pulls. 

This friction, which mw;t be drasti· 
cally reduced to get a truly light, safe, 
trigger pull, is caU5Cd primarily by the 
fact that the two metal surfaces that 
must slide out of engagement with 
each other normally also. carry the 
mainspring load. They are thus 
pressed together very tightly, and 
resistance co sliding movement is deter· 
mined just as much by this pressure as 
it ii; by the "slickness" or cneffidenr of 
friction of the two surfaces. 

We can sit back and theorize four 
possible ways to lighten the pull of a 
purely mechanical trigger: 

lighten the trigger spring 

• F/gun! 5 This multiple-
D lever set trigger is like the 

.. one in figure 4 but with 
mra levers A and B to 
reduce the sprin11 force C 
transmitted ·10 latching 
point D. With this 
reduction in spring 
force, trigger pull can be 
reduced to a fraction of 
an ounce. 
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Figure 6 This single set trigger 
developed by Canjar in the 
Forties uses one trigger to both 
lid and fire the mechanism. The 
set shoe B, cantalnlng release tab 
D and the required springs, 
attaches to the lower stub of 
trigger piece A rather than being 
mounted in the trigger guard. Set 
shoe B is recessed for tab D, 
which pivots at E. Pushing the 
shoe forward latches the release 
tab at f and lets it protrude 
forward at G. A touch on the tab 
at G releases it, and cail spring H 
snaps the thoe back to fire the 
main trigger. Pull adjusts from 
two ounces down to less than an 
ounce by screw I. 

increase ttiggcr-picce leverage 

smooth the cfucngagcmcnt surfaces 

remove the load from the disengage
ment surfaces 

but finger movement would increase 
by exactly the same ratio. Trigger· 
piece leverage could also ·be improved 
with separate pivoted levers as shown 
in the first sketeh in figure one, but 
this tends to be impractical for the 
same reasons. 

As already noted, for the kind of pull 
weights we are Interested in here, 
spring forces are already pretty well out 
of the picture. Thus while a light 
ttigger spring is neccasary to avoid 
adding resistance, it can't in itself take 
us down co anything like a two to 
eight-ounce level. 

Fooling with the leverage of the 
ttigger piece is not a highly useful 
approach either, as any gain extracts 
an exactly proporrionnl price in trigger 
movement. In figure seven, the trigger 
piece pivots roughly at its midpoint. 
Thus if disengagement with the sear 
takes three pounds and 0.012 inch at 
D, essentially the same must be applied 
by the finger against the trigger shoe. If 
the pivot were relocated closer to the 
scar, let-off weight would be reduced, 

Smooth disengagement surfaces of 
cou~e reduce the coefficient of fric; 
tion. Yet most properly made .triggers 
are pretty smooth to begin with, and · 
su regardless of how carefully they are 
polished, practical gains here are 
relatively limited. 

Thus by a process of elimination, we 
are almost forced into devising 
schemes to decrease rhe contact load 
carried by the trigger piece, and it is 
here that the true diversity and 
ingenuity of the various types of 
triggers comes into evidence. Mechani· 
cally, there are two basic approaches. 
The set trigger separates the . trigger 
from the firing-pin system, the.n adds a 

Ftg111e B This tw0.stage 
target triB!l"r P""'ldes a 
type Gf trigger control 
favored by tome position 
shooters. Initial sear en-

. pgement t:an be "played" 
without risk of accidental firing. The second stage 
provides distinct and very sensitive release. In this 
Anschutz vcnion, latch as.sembly A supports sear 
B with an initial overlap at Cofroughly0.010 inch. 
With a. pull on trigger piece D, first-5tage lever f 
removes most of the sear engageDlent; when about 
0.001 Inch of engagement remains, second-stage 
lewr I takes over. Its longer moment ann 

3 !.J 

provides less leverage - but also less perceived 
movement - In the final pull. 

Rgure 7 In this comlllel'Clal 
override triggs, sear A blocks 
cocking piece B and Is supported 
by trigger piece C. Engagement of 
the codling piece can be large, 
with sear engagement D small. 
This trigger is fully adjustable for 
engagement E, weight I, and 
overtravel C. Typical weight Is 
two to four pounds, engagement 
0.012 inch, owrtravel O.OOS Inch. 
Connector strap ff between sear 
A and trigger piece C gives this 
Remington Model 100 trigger a 
special "l'eiillent" release, as 
explained in Riffe 64, pap 18. 

mtntature impact device between 
them. lt is based on the theory that it 
t:akes a lot less of a blow to dislodge a 
sear than to ignite a primer. Thus 
while the firing pin may have a twenry· 
five-pound mainspring, something 
closer to a two or three-pound spring 
may suffice to kick off the sear. Since 
the sliding friction between two 
surfaces is directly proportional to the 
load they are supporting, this can 
automatically bring let-off effort in the 
trigger down from the pound to the 
ounce neighborhood. 

We can get essentially the same 
result by adding one or more pivoted 
levers into the trigger's override circuit, 
as shown by the second sketch in 
figure one. Each lever is proportioned 
to cut down on the amount of 
mainspring load passed along ·to che 
actual disengagement point. The 
addition of a single lever results in the 
most common variety of multiple-lever 

(Continued on pa&e 63) 

Figure 9 This three-lever "two-ounce" 
trigger is the basic type preferred liy 
today's benchrest shooters. Trigger 
piece A supports 1ear 8 indirectly 
through intermediate lever C, which 
reduceJ the contact force at release 
paint D enoogh to make pull as light .as 
two ounces possible. This Remington 
trigger is fully adjustable also. 
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Bench rest Triggers 
(Continued from fMBe 34) 

trigger, the duce-lever trigger (figure 
nine). Contac:t force is reduced 
enough by this one lever to make pulls 
as low as two ounces p:>ssible. · 

We can also cambine both ap
proaches, although the resulting pull 
weight can be so light as to be of 
doubtful utility. The Woody set 
trigger, shown in figute five and used 
in match Springfield rifles some fifty 
years ago, had two levers in the set 
mechanism to reduce tension from tbe 
kick-off spring. There were also Swiss 
set triggers of the time with even more 
levers. Pulls were reportedly so light 
with these triggers that one had to be 
careful about what direction the breeze 
was coming from. They were true 
"hair" triggers. 

Canjar single set triggers represent 
another variation on this theme, with 
the set mechanism working under
neath a multiple-lever trigger. The 
impact needed to dislodge the main 
seat is then so slight that a very light 
kick.off spring can be used to start 
with. 

Engagement, overaavel, and sensi
tivity are roughly comparable between 
set triggeTs and multiple-Lever triggers 
working at equal weight levels. The big 
differences involve lock time and 

.vibration. 

Whereas simple multiple-lever trig
geTs can have lock times comparable to 
a normal hunting trigger (say a fraction 
of a millisecond), set triggers are 
another matter entirely, generally 
taking longer to function than the 
firing pin itself. Set triggers also create 
vibrations that can travel throughout 
the rifle before the bullet exits from the 
muzzle •. 

· Thus while set triggers were once 
very popular in benchrcsc shooting, 
the faster and less complex three-lever 
or two-ounce triggers have now largely 
phased them out, providing as light a 
pull as most shooters can effectively 
utilize anyway. -

~-~~-~-~~~~~~---. 
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Single· Shots 
. (Continiud from page 21) 

and this brought out the two problems 
that I deemed needed correcting: the 
finger lever and the very high 
sidewalls of the receiver. 

DO Tl11 HOW Ill &Dt&IT&IBI or l 
BBD11DLL GUilO• SGDPI •onn 
1nJ 11 IUI 1Rlft 111011Dt .... nrlt Wltlf 

The classic &-shaped finger lever is 1------------
quite ideal for a straight-grip st.oc:k. 
and I had no problem with it on my .45 
RCBS high-wall rifle. But on this 
Model L rifle, the same-shaped finger 
lever was a knuckle buster and a very 
mean one at that. Its use on a heavy
recoiling rifle with a pistol-grip stock 
could easily cause a shooter to 
develop a case of flinching. I had to 
alter the lever. 

I did it in this manner: I heated the 
S part of tbe lever red-bot and 
straightened it out. Then I sawed 1.5 
inches off its straightened end. Then 
taking a 118xl/2 inch piece of strap 
iron about 2 1/2 inches long and 
bending it to a loose L. I welded it to 
tbs main pert of the lever just far 
enough back to allow it to ~ear the 
trigger. Additional bendThg and 
shaping and filing had to be done 
before it was finished. So altered. it is . 

~c~0suRE . 
~ ~-~ Thepowdermeasure 
~ :.ti.. V conversion used by more 

~,. · . benchrestshooters than 
any other. Guaranteed to 

repeat any predetermined aet· 
ting. New converted measures 
available or your measure 
converted and returned. Send 
•to S.A.S.E. for illustrated 
catalog of products.We specialize 
In· c:ustom reloading equipment. I . 

····- t . . Cl" I 
...... i l iZ--· 

Cuatom Products 
Nell A. Jones 
686 Baldwln St. 
Meadvllle, PA 16335 
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far less of a fiDger bruiser, believe me. 1--------------
The second problem with this rifle 

with a scope mounted on it was that of 
difficult loading and unloading, 
especially the latter. There was just 
not enough room between the scope 
and t.be high receiver walls to easily 
Insert a loaded round or to give finger 
assistance in removing a loaded 
cartridge or fired case from the ~tion. 
The remedy for this was to lower one 
of the receiver walls; that is, to shape 
the receiver on the order of the Ruger 
Number One. So that is what I did. 
and since the stock had a cheekpiece 
for a right-handed shooter, I cut .the 
right wall down approximately 5116 
inch. enough to allow the entrance of 
my thumb or finger to assist in the 
loading and extraction. The cutl;ing 
down of the wall would have been an 
easy job had I had a milling machine 
at my disposal But since I did not, I 
merely drilled a row of small holes at 
the line of the lowered wall and then 
sawed and filed the surplus metal 
away. I can't see where thia weakem 
the action one bit, and it certainly 
made the rifle more shootable. 

The lowered receiver wall also allows 
better access to the hammer, tllus 
making tile hammer easier to cock and 
safer to lower. This is true whether the 
rifle has a scope or not. Incidentally, a 
clamp-on hammer spur can be fitted to 
this hammer to make it still easier to 
cock. This requires some file work on 
the hammer spur or on the hammer 
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